Discover and Experience the Treetop Walk

Family Friendly

Group Offers & Events

With a total length of 1,250 m (including the ramp in the tower)
and a height of 3 – 23 m, the treetop walk winds its way through
beeches, oaks and douglas firs towards the Saarschleife, passing
numerous learning and activity stations.

Our treetop walk is a great place to spend the day with all
the family – thanks to our learning and activity stations and
our family tickets.

Don’t hesitate to contact us for group inquiries and reservations.
Call us at T +49 6865 / 18 64 81-0 or send us an E-mail at:
info@baumwipfelpfad-saarschleife.de

View Tower

Around the Treetop Walk

The highlight of the treetop walk is the 42 m high view tower.
Once at the top, you will be rewarded with a beautiful view of
the Naturpark Saar-Hunsrück landscape and to the bottom of the
Saarschleife valley. When the visibility is clear, you can even see
as far as the Vosges Mountains.

In the Germany-France-Luxemburg triangle, the Saarschleifenland
nature and recreation region attracts visitors with a mixture of
cultural, culinary and outdoor adventure offerings.

Wheelchair Friendly
With a maximum gradient of 6 %, the treetop walk and tower
can be accessed by wheelchairs and prams alike. The railing’s
net-type construction provides an unobscured view of the
surroundings.
Wheelchairs and wheeled walkers can be borrowed free of charge
at the entrance.

On the banks of the Saar and Mosel rivers or in the hills of the
Hunsrück range, there are extraordinary landscapes to discover.

For more information on group offers and events, please visit our
homepage: www.baumwipfelpfade.de/en/saarschleife

Please Note
Bicycles, scooters etc. are not permitted on the walkway.

Gastronomy from Spring

Here are some other attractive destinations and offerings round
about the Saarschleife treetop walk: Villeroy & Boch Mettlach
Activity Centre, Saar-Hunsrück Nature Park, Montclair Castle,
Borg Roman Villa, Ship tours on the Saar (from Mettlach).

The gastronomy “Futterkrippe Blumenfels” with
delicious food and inviting beer garden.

There is also the Völklinger Hütte world heritage site about
45 km away.

Shop

For information on attractions and accomodation in the whole
Saarland go to www.visitsaarland.co.uk

At our shop at the exit of the treetop walk you can find souvenirs
and sustainable products of all sorts.

Unforgettable Experiences –
the Adventure Forest
Saarschleife
Adventure Forest Saarschleife
The adventure forest playground for the whole family. On an area
larger than 7,000 m², more than 20 diverse and nature-oriented
types of playground equipment as well as learning stations await
both young and the young at heart. The playground equipment,
such as ropeways, the air trampoline and various climbing
stations make not only children's eyes shine but also delight adult
forest adventurers. Picnic benches invite to rest. Opening hours
and entrance fees are online.
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